
Touching People with the Kingdom
Jesus changed people’s lives by impacting them with the Kingdom of Heaven.1 True, it was the Spirit who
achieved the effect on the people, but it was (according to him) a manifestation of the presence of the
Kingdom that caused the changes to take place.

We tend to focus on what the Spirit is doing, but we need to see what’s going on from the ‘BIG picture’,
which is Heaven impacting Earth (i.e. the natural realm). This impact occurs through us, because it’s the
way we were created, to be the seat of the presence of God. That’s why we’re the New Jerusalem2, but
also, the Mountain of God3 which is the place where his presence, government and supervision go out
from. 

“I turned to look where we had come from and with amazement realized that even after descending for
a length of time [from the Mountain of God], we were still standing on the level plain on top of the
Mountain. We were nearly approaching the first encampments and were closer to the sprawling plain
below than before, but we had still not actually left the top. I realized that the Mountaintop, and the
Glory of the Lord resting upon it, was expanding to fill every place we went.

Father again spoke, “Every place you set your feet I have given to you. As I have told you before,
‘This  (Mountain)  is  the  place  where  heaven meets  earth,  where  the  divine  becomes  one  with  its
creation. This is the Mountain from the book of Daniel, which dashes to pieces the nations and covers
the whole earth. It is ‘my Unshakable Kingdom!’ You have now come to dwell forever in this place and
that place will be in you always.”  4

Therefore, when we are operating in our Kingdom assignments, we are touching people with Heaven –
the  Kingdom  of  Heaven.  The  Spirit  does  the  work,  but  ‘big  picture-wise’,  it’s  the  presence  or
manifestation of Kingdom of Heaven. 

So, although we can talk about  the Spirit  “touching people” and being “healed by Jesus”,  and other
Christian jargon, as Kingdom citizens, the ‘big picture’ has to be our worldview. In that regard, wherever
we go, we are impacting the immediate surroundings and touching people with the Kingdom. That’s our
job. We were commissioned at creation to take the Kingdom everywhere we go so that the impacts we
make causes the Kingdom to expand on the face of the Earth. Eventually it will cover the whole planet
and that’s when evil will cease.

The change in perspective with this is that we don’t pray for people unless the Spirit tells us to. Instead.
We come into their ‘personal space’ and touch them. It may be a hand on the shoulder, holding both
hands, placing a hand on an appropriate part of their body or giving them a hug. Whatever the interaction,
what we carry is imparted to the person. We can declare, if we like, or speak Spirit-led words. But the key
is to get out of the way and let the Spirit do the work his way. That’s what Jesus did. He didn’t pray for
healing or deliverance, he just touched them, or they touched him.

We have a lot to learn to do things the Kingdom way.

Here’s a video example of this in action:

• Barry Wunsch: “Canada’s Finest Hour” on Elijah Streams5     [watch 21:25-24:45]
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JPYVZf76V0 

NOTE: Barry does mention prayer. That’s because people are more receptive to being asked if they can
be prayed for. But, it’s not necessary to say it all the time.

1 – “But if I cast out demons by the Spirit of God, surely the kingdom of God has come upon you.” Matthew 12:28 (NKJV)
2 – i.e. The entity on Earth where the presence of God dwells. Individually, we are the temple that houses the presence of God (his Spirit), so 
corporately and worldwide, we become like the city of Jerusalem where the presence of YHWH was located on Earth.
3 – See quote below about what Kriston Couchey learnt from Father. 
4 – Kriston Couchey (2021) "An Adventurer's Guide To The Next Age"  [End of chapter 7 & start of chapter 8]
      www.amazon.com.au/ADVENTURERS-GUIDE-NEXT-AGE-prophetic-ebook/dp/B097LYMLMG
5 – YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/channel/UC2eYg5nRpjJOF06T-bL5OtA 
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Spirit Streams6 (Canberra) is a group of Spirit-led believers who go to psychic fairs and have a booth
where people are invited to be impacted by the spirit of Christ7. They also do dream interpretations. Most
of the time they just lay hands on people and allow the peace of heaven to flow into them It’s impacting.

Here are some video testimonies of their impacts:

• www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHyjqOYWJNI   
• www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5bIu9nU2V8   

Don’t believe you can do this too, as a son? Father is calling us to go beyond ‘normal Christianity’ and
experience the life of Heaven as it impacts us as Kingdom citizens. We can then be his instruments to
impact the world:

“I want you to be the best you can be in My kingdom. Go beyond the mundane and experience the
spirit  realm first-hand. Do not be satisfied with hearing the stories  of  the extraordinary spiritual
experiences of other people. Step out in the faith that what I do with and through others, I will do with
you. I do not discriminate, nor do I value one individual more than another. Be assured that if you are
available and completely surrendered to Me, I will manifest Myself to and through you.” 8 

What’s blocking the Kingdom from expanding the way Father wants us to, is US – you and me.

It’s about time we surrendered to him and stepped out, looking for people to impact. That’s not self-
originating works – it’s saying, “I’m available”. Then we check with our spirit to see if Holy Spirit is
wanting us to do something. If so, he’ll manifest through us, provided we let him do what he wants to do
and we don’t move into foolishness or presumption.9
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

6 – spiritstreams.org 
7 – This is their covert pseudonym for Holy Spirit
8 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (February 6, 2022)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    www.ft111.com/straws2022.htm 
9 – “5-Faith, Foolishness & Presumption”   canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/05-Faith-Foolishness-and-Presumption.pdf 
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